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Skousen: Towards a Critical Edition of the Book of Mormon

towards a critical edition
of the book of mormon
royal skousen
over the past few years the foundation for ancient research
and mormon studies hereafter referred to as FARMS has published a critical edition of the book of mormon in three volumes
1 1 nephi words of mormon
1984 2 mosiah alma 1986
and 3 helaman moroni 1987 during 1986 87 a second three
volume corrected edition was published the purpose of this
paper is not only to review the FARMS book of mormon critical
text but also to discuss some of the general problems that arise
mormon
monnon
non
when trying to establish a critical text of the book of mon
in this review article 1I will discuss the need for a critical edition
of the book of mormon consider the issue of joseph smiths
bad grammar review the FARMS book of mormon critical
text and propose an alternative critical edition for the book of
1

tat

mormon
before considering these issues I1 will first address the question of exactly what a critical edition is 2 simply put a critical
edition is composed of two main parts the critical text itself and an
apparatus consisting of notes at the bottom of the page below the
critical text usually the critical text attempts to represent the
original form of the text 3 while the apparatus shows the textual
variants and their sources the editors of the critical edition decide
which textual variant best represents the original and put that in the
critical text the apparatus shows all the significant variants of the
text and the sources for those variants manuscripts published
texts and conjectures the apparatus thus allows the reader to
evaluate the decisions of the editors
this kind of critical text is said to be eclectic because the text
itself is derived from a number of different sources the critical text
for the nestle aland greek new testament is of this eclectic type 4
the author expresses thanks to
royal skousen is a professor of english at brigham young university theauthor
grant boswell lyle fletcher don norton kent jackson and richard anderson for reading earlier
versions of this article to lyle fletcher for providing important information and helpful discussions
which clarified key ideas and to richard anderson for providing copies of some original documents
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another possibility is to have the critical text represent a single
textual source even though that source may contain textual errors
or less preferred textual variants in this case the apparatus will note
other readings some of which may be preferred over the reading in
the text the stuttgart hebrew bible is an example of this second
type of critical text its text is based on a single hebrew manuscript
the leningrad manuscript c AD 1008 or 1009 51
THE NEED FOR A CRITICAL EDITION

in establishing the text of the book of mormon we have two
manuscripts as well as a number of important printed editions
joseph smith dictated the book of mormon to several scribes
chiefly oliver cowdery and the resulting manuscript is usually
referred to as the original manuscript 0 oliver cowdery then
made a copy of the original manuscript 6 this second manuscript is
usually referred to as the printers manuscript P since this copy
E B grandin to set the type for the
was used by the printing firm of
ofed
ofeb
1830 edition of the book of mormon unfortunately only about a
fourth of the original manuscript exists but the printers manuscript is virtually extant 7 since the printers manuscript is not an
exact copy of the original manuscript a critical edition of the book
of mormon will undoubtedly have an eclectic text
there are several reasons for creating a critical edition of
the book of mormon for one a good deal of statistical work has
been done in trying to identify the characteristic style of various
authors in the book of mormon 8 the goal of such work has been
mormon
monnon
to demonstrate that the book of mon
non truly represents the work
of multiple authors the validity of such statistical analyses may
well depend on the text the analyses are based on for example a
good many occurrences of the phrase and it came to pass that
have been reduced to simply and in later editions of the book of
mormon 9 this deletion distorts the original frequency of occur
rence for this phrase thus making it a less reliable indicator of
stylistic differences than if one uses a critical text as a basis for
statistical analyses
another reason for having a critical edition of the book of
mormon is to facilitate studies of linguistic influences numerous
studies have been made on the question of
ofhebraisms in the book
hebraisms
of mormon 10 yet it turns out that the original text actually contained a number of potential hebraisms that have been removed by
later editing consider for instance the use of and after a conditional clause and before the main clause as in moroni 104
according to the printers manuscript and the 1830 edition
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11

and if ye shall ask with a sincere heart with real intent having
faith in christ and he will manifest the truth of it unto you
in
quotations italics are added to help identify the words in question
in the 1837 and all later editions this and has been deleted yet this
use of and is possibly a hebraism as in judges 420
im

Ts
Is

if anyone

yabo
comes

hayes
is there

use
elek
du
seelek
wi
and asks

poh
there

w65jnart
mart
wea
weamart
and you will say

weamar
leamar
and says

Ts
is

anyone
byln
ayin
dyin
ayin

there

isnt

in other words if anyone comes and says Is anyone there you
will say no there isnt
another possible example of a removed hebraism occurs in
1 nephi 317
3 17 where the original and printers manuscripts as well
printings
as most early paintings
prin tings of the book of mormon have the phrase
for he knowing that jerusalem must be destroyed the use of the
present participle knowing rather than knows can be interpreted as
a hebraism consider a similar expression in genesis 35
ki yoma
for knowing

el6him
elohim

god

ki
that

y6d&a
the present participle form yodea
bodea

is tenseless and can be literally
translated as either is knowing that is knows or was know
ing that is knew given the context of genesis 3 this expres
espres
sion should be translated into standard english as for god knows
that similarly in 1 nephi 317 the context implies that if knowing
is to be rendered in standard english it should be knows rather
than knew yet later editing of the book of mormon has replaced
the original knowing by the past tense knew rather than the present
tense knows
and all this he hath done because of the commandments of the lord
for he knew that jerusalem must be destroyed because of the
wickedness of the people for behold they have rejected the words
of the prophets 1 I1 ne 316 18 1981 ed

this emendation leads to a strange shift of tenses from the present
perfect hath done to the simple past knew then back to the
moreover nephi is speaking
presen
presentt perfect have rejected
here to his brothers long before jerusalem was ever destroyed by
replacing the original knowing with knows the passage as determined by the original manuscript reads exactly right
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he hath done because of the commandment of the lord
and all this
thisbe
thishe

for he knows thatjerusalem
that jerusalem must be destroyed because of the
wickedness of the people for behold they have rejected the words
of the prophets
1841 1849 1852 knew
knows conjecture knowing 0 P 1830 1837 18411849
1840 1879&

in the above apparatus I1 first give the form as it appears in the
emender text that is knows followed by its evidence
proposed emended

the

right bracket is used to separate the text form from other
variants in this example there are two variants the first one
knowing is found in the original manuscript 0 the printers
printings
manuscript P and in most of the earlier paintings
prin tings the second
variant knew is first found in the 1840 printing then later in the
1879 printing and in all subsequent printings
paintings
prin tings which is represented
by 1879 followed by an ampersand
when we compare the biblical quotes in the book of mormon
with the king james version KJV as well as ancient biblical texts
mormon
monnon
non text i s
our conclusions are affected by which book of mon
chosen for example in a number of cases later editors of the book
of mormon have made changes in the isaiah passages in order
to attain better agreement with the KJV text of isaiah some
examples
22nephil318
nephi 1318

168
171
195
199

their
am
and that
is

thea

the
the0
theo0

1837
1837
1837
1920
1837

here the plus refers to an addition

refers to a replacement and
0 stands for the null symbol that is the sequence 5 0 refers to
a deletion or the opposite has occurred later editors have made
mormon text that make the current text
changes in the book of monnon
differ from the KJV
2

nephi 166
169
1610
1613

seraphims
seraphime seraphim
understand understood
convert be converted
in it 0

init0
inita

1920
1837
1837
1837

A critical edition of the book of mormon is needed further
because there are still textual errors that have thus far escaped
correction for example consider an error that occurred in producing the printers manuscript from the original manuscript in
1I nephi 831 the original manuscript reads prssing
passing that ispressistressing but this was mistakingly copied as feeling in the printers
manuscript
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he also saw other multitudes pressing their way towards that
great and spacious building

and

pressing

0

passing
prssing

feeling P 1830&

in all other passages in this chapter the text has press or pressing
and not feel or feeling as in verse 30 he saw other multitudes
and they did press their way forward conpressing forward
oppress
of press andpressing
and pressing occur in verses 21 and
tinually similar uses ofpress
24 this use of press parallels new testament usage as in philipI press toward the mark for the prize of the high
pians 314 KJV 1ipress
idress
calling of god in christ jesus As in gehis
lehis dream numerous new
press to describe individuals
wordpress
testament passages also use the word
trying to work their way through crowds for example mark 24
luke 819 193 in fact except for this textual error in 1I nephi
there is no scriptural use of the phrase to feel ones way
831
831 yet
another reason for a critical edition of the book of
mormon is that there has been considerable editing throughout its
many paintings
printings
prin tings and sometimes this editing has introduced errors
into the text in addition to the example of interpreting knowing as
knew in 1 nephi 317 consider the following emendation in
mormon 828 1981 edition
yea it shall come in a day when the power of god shall be denied
and churches become defiled and be lifted up in the pride of their
hearts yea even in a day when leaders of churches and teachers shall
rise in the pride of their hearts even to the envying of them who
belong to their churches

earlier this passage read as follows based on the printers manuscript
yea it shall come in a day when the power of god shall be denied and
churches become defiled and shall be lifted up in the pride of their
hearts yea even in a day when leaders of churches and teachers A in
the pride of their hearts even to the envying of them who belong to
their church

caretaA refers the reader to the place in the text where a variant
the caret

has been later inserted in order to eliminate the sentence fragment
the phrase shall rise was added in the 1911 edition yet a more
appropriate emendation would be to insert the parallel shall be
aches
rches
churches
lifted up which occurs in the previous sentence and chu
become defiled and shall be lifted up in the pride of their hearts
the editing of the book of mormon has been fairly extensive
A more accurate critical edition will allow the reader to note not
only the grammatical and other changes that have been made in the
introduced many of the changes
text but also when they were first introducedmany
have eliminated archaic language that is typical of the KJV
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show

which the

lord

had shewn
chewn unto him

1

ne 1115
15

shown

1911

compare which thou hast skewed unto me gen 1919
which

whom when the referent is human
and my elder brethren which were laman lemuel and sam

ne 25

who 1837
compare and lot also which went with abram had flocks
I

11

gen 135

exceeding

exceedingly adverb preceding adjective
it was exceeding great 1 I1 ne 325 exceedingly 1981
1981
compare thy exceeding great reward gen 15
1511

do

a

0 nonemphatic modal in positive declarative sentences
they did do as he commanded them 1 ne 214 did 183
18377
compare and did wipe them luke 738
0 preverbal prepositional

a

Lama nites are a marching towards the city of
the armies
annies
annles of the lamanites
cumene
cumeni alma 5731
5731 0 1837
compare 1I go a fishing john 213

that

0 preceded by a subordinate conjunction

because that he was a visionary man 1 I1 ne 211
0 1837
compare because that in it he had rested gen 23
after that 1I have abridged the record of my father 1 ne 1117
17
1837
001837
compare then his lord after that
he had called him said unto
teathe
thathe
him matt 1832
how

what relative pronoun preceding adjective
how is it that ye have forgotten how great things the lord hath
done for us 1 ne 711
what 1837
compare tell them how great things the lord hath done for
thee mark 519

mayeth saith said historical present occurring in the greek new
sayeth
testament and the KJV
the lord spake unto my father
and mayeth
sayeth unto him
I ne 2 1
1lnell
183 7
sald
saidj1837
compare immediately his leprosy was cleansed and jesus
saith unto him matt 83
8344

lne2l

change in preposition
let us be faithful in him 1 1I ne 712 to 1837
compare for this cause have 1I sent unto you timotheus who
is my beloved son and faithful in the lord 1 1I cor 417 KJV
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removing mixup of sit and set
1111 set
upon which 1I never had before sat my foot 1 1I ne 11
1849
compare when he was set clown
down on the judgment seat
matt 2719 KJV
the king sat him down to eat meat 1 1I sam 2024 KJV

iii
ili

infinitive marker
for 0 preceding the theinfinitive
after their many struggle
2711
strugglesor
sor
struggles
for to destroy them alma 27
to 1837

compare all their works they do for to be seen of men

matt 235

of course

some but not all of these expressions can be
found in joseph smiths colloquial language for instance in his
1832 statement onhow
on how he translated the book of mormon he wrote
olhow
112
12
the
read
to
spectacle
spectaclesfor
book
but the lord had prepared spectaclesor
spectacles
sor
for
the book of mormon also contains numerous switches
between the traditionally singular thou and thee and the traditionally plural ye and you as in alma 3737
counsel the lord in all thy doings and he will direct thee for good
yea when thou liest down at night lie down unto the lord that he
risest in the
may watch over
0ver you in your sleep and when thou rinest
morning let thy heart be full of thanks unto god and if ye always do
these things ye shall be lifted up at the last day

13

but this mixing of the second person pronouns should not be
interpreted as ungrammatical rather pronominal variation is a
characteristic of many writers from middle english through early
modem english lyle fletcher has emphasized this point in
chapters 3 and 4 of his thesis he identifies many examples of such
variation14
variation14
sir gawain and the green knight c 1370 90
bot ge schal be in yowre
lowre bed bume at thyn ese
chaucer canterbury tales wife of baths prologue
corm
corn neer my spouse lat me ba thy cheke
com
chekel
ye sholde been al pacient and meke

line 1071
c 1390

lines 433 3416

shakespeare also has examples of pronominal mixing17
mixing17
Artemi dorus if thou beest not immortal look about you
artemidorus
julius caesar act 2 sc 3 line 7 1599
159918

in fact the bible itself contains many examples of switching
between the singular and plural forms even in the original hebrew
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and greek texts this variation is reflected for example in the king
james translation of the following two passages
when thou shalt beget children and childrens children and ye shall
have remained long in the land and shall corrupt yourselves and
make a graven image or the likeness of any thing and shall do evil
in the sight of the lord thy god to provoke him to anger

deut 425
beut

0 jerusalem

gillest the prophets and stonest
jerusalem thou that killest
soonest
them which are sent unto thee how often would 1I have gathered thy
children together even as a hen gathereth
gathereth her chickens under her
wings and ye would not matt 2337

moreover the original king james version itself had errors
in the use of the second person pronouns these errors were
removed in later paintings
printings
prin tings of the KJV mainly in the 1760s long
after thou thee and ye had dropped out of standard english 19
despite the prevalence of pronominal variation in the bible
and english literature editors of the book of mormon have altered
some of these pronouns as in these examples from 1I nephi
shait go up to jerusalem again and the lord will deliver
shall
329 thou shalt
laban into your hands ye shall 1837
1837
re 1840
78 thou art mine elder brethren ye aare
te

an analysis

of the grammatical changes that various editors
have introduced into the book of mormon text shows that most of
the changes eliminate language characteristic of the king james
version of the bible yet few would criticize the bad grammar of
the KJV or suggest that the KJV should be cleaned up grammate
grammati
cally or stylistically in the same way one suspects that later editors
have unknowingly removed king james expressions from the
book of mormon under the mistaken idea that they were simply
correcting grammatical errors
of course some of these errors are not found in the king
james bible but are representative of joseph smiths language
and of course editors have worked to eliminate these errors as
well consider for instance the many attempts to make the archaic
pronouns and verbal endings conform to their original historical
usage
because of the most plain and precious parts of the gospel of the lamb
which hath been kept back 1 1I ne 1334 has 1 I837
1837 have 1841
1841

leth against him
rebelleth
nephis brethren rebel
summary

I

11

ne introductory

rebel 1920

other types of grammatical errors have also been removed
from the book of mormon text
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changes in the use of the irregular be verb
thy power and goodness and mercy is over all the inhabitants
of the earth 1 I1 ne 114 are 1837

they was yet wroth

1

ne 44

were 1830

simple past tense forms replaced by past participle forms

ne 419 smitten 1830
ne 426 slain 18
1830
30
14
my father had read and saw 1 1I ne 1114
seen 1920
the lord hath protected my sons and delivered them out of the
hands of laban and gave them power 1 1I ne 58
given
had smote
1I had slew 1
1I

1

1920

them

those in modifying position
the tender mercies of the lord is over all them whom he hath
chosen 1 1I ne 120 those 1837
this shall be your language in them days hel 1337
those
1837

number agreement
we had obtained the record which the lord had commanded
us and searched them 1 1I ne 521
records 1852
word change
all other fruit 1 1I
ali
it was desirous above ail
1837
oxford english dictionary OED

ne 812

desirable

desirable
desirous definition 5
ged
OED citation from john gay the beggars opera
sample QED
first performed in 1728 wine inspires us and fires us
women and wine should life employ Is there ought else on
earth desi
lesirousT act 2 sc 11I 20
lesl
desiroust
desirous

of course

this process of cleaning up a text is a never
ending one since there are differences over what is acceptable
usage for the overly prescriptive there are still grammatical
errors in the book of mormon
sentence ends in a preposition

god is mindful of every people in whatsoever land they may
be in alma 2637 0 1840

the

1840 deletion of the first in eliminates the original
repeated preposition but still allows the sentence to end in a
preposition

split infinitive not yet removed
Gadianton to
it is that same being who put it into the heart of gadianton
still carry on the work of darkness hel 629
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besides grammatical editing there has been a good deal of
stylistic editing
attempt to remove potential ambiguity
he pitched his tent in a valley beside a river of water
bythe
side of 183 7
bythesideofs37

1

ne 26

agreement of modals
medals
that we might preserve unto our children the language of our
fathers and also that we may preserve unto them the words
18377
which have been spoken 1 1I ne 319 may 183
count nouns changed to mass nouns
and also of the seeds of
fruits of every kind
offruits
1840

1

ne 8811 firlit
firuit
fruit

avoiding a potential multiple negative
and 1I have not written but a small part of the things which I1 saw
1 I1 ne 1428
1920
001920
avoiding the subjunctive were when referring to future time
he spake unto them concerning the jews how that after they
were destroyed 1 1I ne 102 3 shouldbe
should be 1837

finally there are examples of direct addition to the text
avoiding potential misunderstandings
saw A a dark and dreary wilderness
me thought 1I sawaa
kawaa
in my dream 1837

1

ne 84

clarifying doctrinal issues
the virgin which thou seest is the mother
of
motherof
mothe
rof
11
18
rhe
the son of 1837
11185001837

ll185o01837

A god
agod

I

11

ne

editorial comments
A 1
ofjudah
and are come forth out of the waters of
judahai
JudahAI
ahal
or out of the waters of baptism 1840

ne 20
2011

TIGHT OR LOOSE CONTROL
OVER THE

translation

this supposed problem of grammatical errors

leads
mormon text
directly to the question of whether the book of monnon
represents the lords actual language to joseph smith or simply
joseph smiths own translation using his own language in other
words does the book of mormon represent a direct and exact
revelation from the lord or did the ideas come into josephs mind
and then he put them into his own words if the revelation was
specific and exact then there would definitely be some value in
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having a text that would directly represent the original language
of course from a linguistic point of view a reader might adopt
the second position that the specific language of the book
of mormon is not directly from the lord but still wish to have
the text in joseph smiths own impure and ungrammatical
language
it might be worthwhile to consider in more detail the question
of loose versus tight control over the translation there is evidence
both for and against the idea of tight control
EVIDENCE FOR TIGHT CONTROL

statements on how the translation proceeded unfortunately
neither joseph smith nor oliver cowdery have told us much on
how the translation took place but four firsthand statements by
observers and participants show remarkable agreement21
agreement 21
joseph knight between 1833 and 1847 now the way he translated
urim and thummim into his hat and darkned
darkened his eyes
was he put the arim
then he would take a sentance and it would apper in brite roman
letters then he would tell the writer and he would write it then that
would go away the next sentance would come and so on but if it was
not spelt rite it would not go away till it was rite so we see it was
marvelous thus was the hoi
hol translated 22
emma smith 1879 in writing for your father 1I frequently wrote
day after day often sitting at the table close by him he sitting with
his face buried in his hat with the stone in it and dictating hour
after hour with nothing between us Q had he not a book or manuscript from which he read or dictated to you A he had neither
manuscript nor book to read from Q could he not have had and you
not know it A if he had anything of the kind he could not have
concealed it from me Q are you sure that he had the plates at the
time you were writing for him A the plates often lay on the table
without any attempt at concealment wrapped in a small linen
table cloth which 1I had given him to fold them in 1I once felt of the
plates as they thus lay on the table tracing their outline and
shape they seemed to be pliable like thick paper and would rustle
with a metalic sound when the edges were moved by the thumb
as one does sometimes thumb the edges of a book Q where did
father and oliver cowdery write A oliver cowdery and your father
wrote in the room where 1I was at work Q could not father have
dictated the book of mormon to you oliver cowdery and the others
who wrote for him after having first written it or having first read it
out of some book A joseph smith could neither write nor dictate a
coherent and well worded letter let alone dictating a book like the
book of mormon and though I1 was an active participant in the
scenes that transpired and was present during the translation of the
plates and had cognizance of things as they transpired it is marvel13
ous to me a marvel and a wonder as much so as to any one else 23
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1887 joseph smith would put the seer stone into
david whitmer G887
a hat and put his face in the hat drawing it closely around his face
to exclude the light and in the darkness the spiritual light would
shine A piece of something resembling parchment would appear
and on that appeared the writing one character at a time would
appear and under it was the interpretation in english brother joseph
would read off the english to oliver cowdery who was his principal
scribe and when it was written down and repeated to brother joseph
to see if it was correct then it would disappear and another character
with the interpretation would appear 24

anne whitmer cowderyjohnson
cowdery johnson david Whit
bethAnne
eilzabeth
ellzabeth
elizabeth
Eliza
elizabethanne
mers sister
whitmers
eilza
ellza
whitters
Cow derys wife 1870 1I cheerfully certify that 1I was familiar
oliver cowderys
with the manner of joseph smiths translating the book of mormon
he translated the most of it at my fathers house and 1I often sat by
and saw and heard them translate and write for hours together joseph
never had a curtain drawn between him and his scribe while he was
translating 25 he would place the director in his hat and then place
26
his face in his hat so as to exclude the light and then

all four accounts mention an instrument of translation in a hat all
refer to joseph smiths ability to dictate extensively without using
the gold plates or any other physical text on the other hand we
cannot automatically accept everything in these statements the
testimonies of these witnesses are only valid with respect to what
they actually witnessed they obviously saw joseph smith translating but they could not actually know what joseph himself saw
in the hat since they themselves did not translate
spelling of names david whitmer and joseph knight both
refer to control over the spelling but this seems to be only true
for the spelling of names in the book of mormon in an 1875
interview whitmer said that joseph smiths spelling out words
was restricted to names that joseph was utterly unable to pronounce many of the names which the magic power of the urim
arim and
thummim revealed and therefore spelled them out in syllables
5127
1121
27
and the more erudite scribe put them together 5121
actually joseph
smith probably spelled out names letter by letter rather than
syllable by syllable although it is quite possible that david
whitmer used the term syllable to mean letter the smallest unit
of writing 28
this spelling out of names is also supported by emma smith
in an 1856 interview
when my husband was translating the book of mormon 1I wrote a
part of it as he dictated each sentence word for word and when he
came to proper names he could not pronounce or long words he
spelled them out and while 1I was writing them if 1I made a mistake
in spelling he would stop me and correct my spelling although it was
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impossible for him to see how 1I was writing them down at the time
even the word sarah he could not pronounce at first but had to spell
it and 1I would pronounce it for him 29

this spelling out of names would explain for example why nephi
is spelled wiihph
with ph and noff
not or why so many names in the book of
notf
mormon end in the letter i a rather rare spelling in english for a
final vowel in multisyllabic words
nonetheless it also appears that joseph smith did not continue to spell frequently occurring names with the result that
spelling variation of hard to spell names like amalickiah does
occur in the manuscripts but for most names in the book of
mormon there is little or no variation it is obvious from the manuscripts that spelling variation of common words was allowed but
there does seem to be spelling control over at least the first
occurrence of book of mormon names
semitic textual evidence in a number of his books hugh
nibley has provided many examples of semitic and other near
10
monnon 30
eastern names and phrases in the book of mormon
the phrases
give evidence for control at the word level while once more the
names provide evidence for spelling control As an example
nibley argues that the ph spelling of the name nephi shows an
egyptian influence 31 we also have the work of john W welch on
chiasmus in the book of mormon 32 his examples demonstrate a
tight control on the order of specific words and phrases
in addition there are some very interesting textual relationships between book of mormon passages and corresponding
biblical passages consider for instance the case of the missing the
in 2 nephi 1318 23
in that day the lord will take away the bravery of tinkling ornaments
and cauls and round tires like the moon the chains and the bracelets and the mufflers the bonnets and the ornaments of the legs and
the headbands
headlands and the tablets and the earrings the rings and nose
jewels the changeable suits of apparel and the mantles and the
wimples and the crisping pins the glasses and the fine linen and A
wimples
dimples
hoods and the veils

ed on the printers manuscript and the 1830
based
here the text is bas
edition when we compare this passage with the corresponding

verses in isaiah 3 KJV we note that the occurrences and
non
nonoccurrences
of the little word the are identical except that
occurrences
the book of mormon has the missing before hoods at the end of
verse 23 of course this missing the does appear in the masoretic
text the traditional hebrew bible but interestingly it is missing
in a number of textual sources in the vatican version of the
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septuagint3333 and according to the apparatus in the FARMS book of
septuagint
mormon critical text in some of the catena quotations from the
Targums of all
septuagint in the syriac text and in the aramaic targums
the thes that could have been accidentally deleted in this long
list joseph smith comes up with the one that is missing in part of
the biblical textual tradition
EVIDENCE FOR LOOSE CONTROL

the

most common argument against tight control is that
doseph smiths grammar is bad
toseph
B H

roberts if the book of mormon is a real translation instead of

a word for word bringing over from one language into another and
it is insisted that the divine instrument urim
mim did all
thummim
arim and Thum
and the prophet nothing at least nothing more than to read off the
translation made by urim
arim and thummim then the divine instrument is responsible for such errors in grammar and diction as occur
but this is to assign responsibility for errors in language to a divine
instrumentality which amounts to assigning such errors to god but
that is unthinkable not to say blasphemous also if it be contended
mormon word for word and letter
that the language of the book of monnon
for letter was given to the prophet by direct inspiration of god acting
upon his mind then again god is made responsible for the language
31
errors in the book of mormon a thing unthinkable 34

mormons have seized on the
but many anti cormons
implications of going further that is if joseph smith only dictated
divinely given english from his viewing instrument then god is the

richard

L anderson

author of some bad grammar in the original

15
35

these arguments assume that the lord speaks only proper
english not joseph smiths own language but which variety of
proper english does god speak the kings english received

pronunciation network english the english of some contemporary grammar guru or according to the usage of orson pratt
james E talmage or bruce R mcconkie there is no evidence
that god himself prefers one variety of english over another or for
that matter one language over another in fact there is evidence
that the lord would have spoken to joseph smith in josephs own
language
behold 1I am god and have spoken it these commandments are of
me and were given unto my servants in their weakness after the
manner of their language that they might come to understanding
d&c 124
dac

this same view was expressed by george A smith first counselor
to brigham young
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was denounced as ungrammatical an
argument was raised that if it had been translated by the gift
and
power of god it would have been strictly grammatical
andpower
when the lord reveals anything to men he reveals it in language
that accords with their own if any of you were to converse with an
angel and you used strictly grammatical language he would do the
same but if you used two negatives in a sentence the heavenly
messenger would use language to correspond with your understanding and this very objection to the book of mormon is an
evidence in its favor 36

monnon
the book of mormon

dac

A number of writers have referred to
98 in support
31
you must study it out in your mind then you
control37
control 37
of loose control31
must ask me if it be right and if it is right 1I will cause that your
bosom shall bum within you therefore you shall feel that it is
11
it
and
mind
your
you
study
in
out
phrases
the
right but
shall feel that it is right do not necessarily imply a loose control
over the text joseph smith had to study it out in his mind till he
got it right
related to this interpretation is the belief that joseph smith
31
used his king james bible to help him translate biblical passages 38
yet there is no direct evidence for this proposal in fact it is
contradicted by emma smiths statement that joseph had neither
manuscript nor book to read from given the statements of those
who observed the translation it seems more reasonable that it was
the lord himself who chose to quote from the king james version
when it agreed with the book of mormon
finally we must recognize that joseph smith permitted
mormon in fact he is probably directly
editing of the book of monnon
responsible for many of the editorial changes that are
ate found in the
second and third editions the title page of the 1837 edition states
that this edition was corrected by joseph smith and oliver
cowdery in addition parley P pratt and john goodson in the
preface to this edition explain the whole has been carefully
reexamined and compared with the original manuscripts by elder
joseph smith jr the translator of the book of mormon assisted by
the present printer brother 0 cowdery who formerly wrote the
greatest portion of the same as dictated by brother smith and in
the 1840 edition the title page indicates that the text has been
carefully revised by the translator
but there is another way to interpret the grammatical editing
of the book of mormon namely joseph smith allowed the book
monnon to be translated from its original language into
of mormon
standard english in other words joseph smith was perfectly
monnon appear in another variety of
willing to let the book of mormon
english that is standard english just as the church today is
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hidgins and
willing to translate the scriptures into english based pidgins
cheoles and numerous other languages so that every man shall
creoles
falness of the gospel in his own tongue and in his own
hear the fulness
language dac
d&c 9011
THE FARMS BOOK OF MORMON CRITICAL TEXT

the

critical edition is an important accomplishment it represents a tremendous amount of work and we are
F smith the compiler
indebted to FARMS and especially robert R
and editor for preparing it anyone who is interested in the original
text of the book of mormon or in its editorial history can profit
from the FARMS book of mormon critical text most important
this critical edition marks the first time in the history of the book
of mormon text that the general reader can find evidence for how
alternative readings of
evaluatealternative
the text has changed over time and evaluate
the text
the FARMS book of mormon critical text brings together a
wealth of information important to any textual study of the book of
mormon consider the sample reproduced as figure 1 on page 57
the FARMS book 0of mormon critical text can be character
ized
iced as follows
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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FARMS

the text is completely capitalized
each line of the text contains a single phrase as in the washburn
bible39
bible3l
Bible
bibie39 which implies some kind of punctuation or an indication of a clause or phrase ending
no regular punctuation marks or even apostrophes occur in the
text which makes sense since the original and printers manuscripts originally had virtually no punctuation
the pagination and chapter headings from the 1830 edition are
included in square brackets in the text the symbol I1 represents
the original 1830 paragraphing
the left margin refers to the standard chapter and verse numbers
the speaker is also identified
the text contains raised footnote numbers that refer the reader to
the apparatus
that
the text contains special symbols for example
refer the reader to suggested dates listed at the bottom of the
page
the apparatus contains different kinds of notes textual variants
scriptural cross references and commentary sometimes combined in the same footnote
maj or editions are referred to by means
textual variants from all major
of a lemma system that is a reference system that repeats the
text in full in the apparatus before indicating the variant forms
40
full40
fuli
each one in full
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the

FARMS

book of mormon critical text is an important

beginning having the text before us with editorial decisions
already made permits us to evaluate these editorial decisions and
consider alternative ways of representing the critical text but as in
all critical editions of important documents the first edition is in
many respects preliminary with this idea in mind let us consider
some aspects of the critical text that might be improved
PROBLEMS WITH THE FARMS
BOOK OF MORMON CRITICAL TEXT

the text is sometimes difficult to read the use of only capital
letters in the text is the main cause of difficulty making it look too
much like old fashioned computer printout in fact the text was
constructed from an early computer based text of the 1830 edition
FARMS decided it was too difficult to convert the text into normal
lower and upper case
sometimes the lack of standard punctuation especially the
missing apostrophes causes difficulty in reading the text consider
the following example from alma 4624
EVEN AS THIS REMNANT OF GARMENT OF MY sons261

the modem reader readily interprets

this as the plural sons yet the
context shows that jacob is speaking of his son joseph so the
correct form should be sons in fact sons appears in both 0 and
P with the consequence that in printed editions before 1849 sons
rather than sons occurred
quoted passages are full of symbols that interfere with the
readability of the text consider the page for 2 nephi 13610
136 10
which quotes from isaiah 3 see figure 2 on page 59
the date system also interferes with the text sometimes
creating unintended words such as aways
adays see figure 3 a reproduction of 3 nephi 126 on page 59
occasionally a raised footnote interferes with the preceding
line in the following example a raised 730 footnote makes
FULLFILED look like FULLEILED see figure 4 a reproduction of
3 nephi 2012 on page 59
of course these problems are trivial but there is a very
serious difficulty with the FARMS book ofmormon
of mormon critical text it
relies heavily on secondary sources and not on a systematic

examination of the original manuscript the FARMS book
Hil tons and kenneth
holtons
of mormon critical text is based on john L hiltons
D jenkinss computerized text of the book of mormon a text
constructed by comparing the 1830 edition with the printers
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forllnsbyshousemhereisnsither3breadnorsclothing1
becausefrtheiri TONGUE

lahdttdoth

S

ldeclresrheirfsimtobeseven

asfsodom3

lorhe
porhe yf

1366
fig 2 2 nephi 13

10 reproduced from the FARMS

book ofmormon
of mormon critical text

and&thus&thesnxketyand&second&yearsdxdybassvway
fig

3 3

fig 4
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manuscript about a fourth of the original manuscript is extant but
unfortunately hilton and jenkins decided to ignore the original
manuscript in constructing their text
woodprint
wordprint testing we would want josephs
most accurate wordprint
dictated book of mormon words these are of course not available
nor is the original written manuscript since it was mostly destroyed
therefore the printers manuscript a hand written copy of the first
written manuscript is presumed to be the next closest complete extant
text 41

for

portions of the original manuscript are available nor
can we assume that the printers manuscript is an exact copy of the
original manuscript the printers manuscript introduces many
changes although most of these differences deal with spelling and
capitalization 42 the FARMS book ofmormon
of mormon critical text does
nce is
evidence
include evidence from the original manuscript but this evide
largely based on secondary sources such as stan larsons masters
41
and a selective reading of the original manuscript
thesis 43
A systematic comparison of the original manuscript with
the printers manuscript and the printed editions of the book of
mormon provides a number of substantial differences that are
completely missing from the FARMS book ofmormon
of mormon critical text
in these examples the FARMS text follows the printers manuscript
and makes no mention of the original reading consider the
following sampling from the small plates of nephi first the
correct text based on the original manuscript and then the change
that occurred in making the printers manuscript

of course

first nephi
211
216

71
71
1312

1324
1326
1536
1750
1811

206
228

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol30/iss1/5

and this they said that he had done 0
wherefore I1 cried unto the lord did cry
the lord spake unto him again A saying
amight
abight raise up
his sons should take daughters to wife that
thata might
seed they
1I looked and beheld a man among the gentiles which were
separated from the seed of my brethren was
fulness of the gospel of the lord of whom the
it contained the falness
twelve apostles bore record and they bore record according
to the truth bear bear
ail other churches above
ali
which is the most abominable oall
aall
of all
ail other fruits above
ali
whose fruit is
most desirable oall
aall
of all
if he should command me that I1 should say unto this water
be thou earth and it shall be earth 0 should
the lord suffered it did suffer
thou hast heard and seen all this seen and heard
it is likened unto the being nursed by the gentiles nourished
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second nephi

15

the lord hath consecrated this land unto me covenanted
compare v 7 this land is consecrated unto him

all scribal errors entered the textual tradition when
oliver cowdery made the printers manuscript with the result that
these errors are found in every printed edition of the book of
mormon these errors also occur in the FARMS book of mormon
critical text because it too does not rely on a systematic reading of
the original manuscript 45

these changes

PROBLEMS WITH THE APPARATUS

text

of mormon critical
the apparatus system in the FARMS book ofmormon

is frequently confusing especially when the lemma refer
encing
encina system combines variants to save space the referencing
in order to facilitate the
unorder
system needs to keep variants separate inorder
counting of different types of variation consider this example

from alma 4734
331
WERE WITH HIM
WHICH
AND ALSO THEY which331

P all they who
1830 also they who pc
331 also they which 0 P 1830
igi
1837 thru 191
ITCC RLDS 1908 all them who 1920 1981 all
1911tcc
typo

three separate changes

are involved in this example

which to who in the 1837 and all subsequent editions
also to all a misreading that entered in the 1837 edition and is found
in all subsequent editions
they to them a usage change in 1920 and in the subsequent 1981

edition

sometimes the lemma system in the apparatus is difficult to
decipher for example textual insertions can be misinterpreted as
111
cases of replacement as in 1 nephi 1lii
ili11
AND BADE HIM THAT HE SHOULD
50 should

read50

p0 cf
chalma
aima 5648
alma
read P 1830 thru 1981 RLDS 1908 it Ppa
cfalma

the word it is added after should read

it does not replace should

read
finally the apparatus needs to refer to possible variations in
punctuation consider alma 4216 from the second edition of the
FARMS book of mormon critical text
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NOW repentance COULD NOT COME UNTO MEN
EXCEPT THERE WERE A punishment
WHICH ALSO WAS ETERNAL
AS THE LIFE OF THE SOUL SHOULD BE
AFFIXED OPPOSITE TO THE PLAN OF HAPPINESS
WHICH WAS AS ETERNAL ALSO
AS THE LIFE OF THE SOUL

the phrasing of the text implies the punctuation as the life of the
soul should be affixed this punctuation occurs in all printed
editions of the book of mormon on the other hand the first edition
of the FARMS book ofmormon
of mormon critical text phrases this passage so
that should be goes with affixed rather than soul
WHICH ALSO WAS ETERNAL AS THE LIFE OF THE SOUL
SHOULD BE AFFIXED OPPOSITE TO THE PLAN OF HAPPINESS

in other words the text of the first FARMS book ofmormon
of mormon critical

text implies a different punctuation soul should be affixed this
is undoubtedly correct especially in light of the last phrase in the
verse which was as eternal also as the life of the soul in any

event the critical edition must show important punctuation
variants such as this one 46
but the most serious difficulty with the apparatus is that not
all the variants are marked the editing of the book of mormon has
not been completely consistent and therefore by only giving a
sampling of the variants the FARMS book ofmormon
of mormon critical text
makes it impossible ta
to accurately study the language and textual
development of the book of mormon As an example of this
problem consider the massive 1837 change of nearly all cases of
which to whom or that when the referent is a human being one
example that is marked in the FARMS book ofmormon
of mormon critical text
sermon on the mount in 3 nephi 139 compare
comes from the sennon
matt 69
447
ART IN HEAVEN
OUR FATHER which447
WHICH

447 which P 1830

KJ who pc 1837 thru 1981 RLDS 1908

but many other cases of changing which to whom or that are left
unmarked in the FARMS book of mormon critical text 47 for
example in alma 4311 we have two examples of this
YEA AND THEY ALSO KNEW
THE EXTREME HATRED OF THE LAMANITES
TOWARDS THEIR BRETHREN
WHICH WERE THE PEOPLE OF ANTI NEPHI LEHI
WHICH WERE CALLED THE PEOPLE OF AMMON
no apparatus
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correspondingly in some cases the reader might think this
change has been made but in reality it hasnt in the following
example from alma 22
2211 the probable reason for leaving which
unchanged is that editors have interpreted the referent to be the
house of the king rather than the king
HE WAS LED BY THE SPIRIT TO THE LAND OF NEPHI
EVEN TO THE HOUSE OF THE KING
WHICH WAS OVER ALL THE LAND
no apparatus

whicha
other confusing examples of unchanged and unmarked whichs
can be found in alma 4627 4923 3 nephi 102
another example of confusion occurs in alma 525 in this
verse the original phrase such an one was simplified to such
beginning in the 1837 edition yet the same phrase was left
untouched in verses 24 28 29 and 31 of the same chapter the
probable motivation for the change in verse 25 is the plural referent
that occurs later on in ahat
that verse
ihat
24
25

28
29
31

DO YE SUPPOSE THAT SUCH AN ONE CAN HAVE A PLACE
ONE269 CAN HAVE PLACE
YE CANNOT SUPPOSE THAT SUCH AN one269
270
IN THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN
heaven270
BUT THEY SHALL BE CAST OUT
AND SUCH AN ONE HATH NOT ETERNAL LIFE
FOR SUCH AN ONE IS NOT FOUND GUILTLESS
w0279 UNTO SUCH AN ONE
wo279

to be consistent all examples

of such an one should have been
changed to such unfortunately the reader of the FARMS book of
mormon critical text cannot be confident that other examples of
such an one were not also changed to such
the reader of a critical edition needs to be sure about the
possible variants the solution is to mark every change that can be
considered a significant variant since one of the main objectives
of the proposed critical edition is to produce a text that represents
as closely as possible what joseph smith dictated a variants
significance will be determined by variance from what joseph
smith dictated in this way the reader can be sure that if the
apparatus contains no indication of variance then there is no
significant variance in the text moreover the marking of each
variant allows for an accurate calculation for example by computer of the frequency of different variants it also permits the
reader to locate all the places where a particular change has been
1

made as well as all the places where it
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recommendations

FOR A SECOND CRITICAL EDITION

would submit the following goals for a critical edition of the
book of mormon first readability of the text second establishment to the degree possible of the original text of the book of
mormon
as dictated by joseph smith and third an apparatus that
Mor
monas
contains all the significant variants in the manuscripts and the
important editions these goals lead to the following specific
recommendations
1 the variants listed in the apparatus should be restricted
to the manuscripts and major editions a those that involved
printings
prin tings
joseph smith 0 P 1830 1837 1840 b subsequent paintings
for the LDS church which established readings that have persisted
1841 1849 18521879
1852 1879 1905 1911 1920 1981 as well as the
important RLDS 1908 edition which relies heavily on the printers
manuscript we can probably ignore insignificant and idiosyncratic textual variants such as obvious typos that have not persisted
2 the critical text should reflect joseph smiths language
as far as it can be determined the major sources for determining joseph smiths language will of course be the original
manuscript and the printers manuscript generally variants from
the published editions including later editorializing will appear in
the apparatus
3 there is a need for an accurate collation of textual
evidence rather than relying on visual comparison the collation
should be established by use of a computer first both the original
and printers manuscripts should be transcribed independently
by at least two different individuals then the consistency of
their transcriptions should be checked by computer second the
printed editions should be put into computable readable form by
the kurzweil or some other text reading system finally the
computer should be used to find all the textual variants in the
manuscripts and printed editions A transcript of each of the
manuscripts should be published and these and the major editions
should be on computer for future detailed study so the critical
edition can be limited to textual variants of significance to avoid the
tedious task of including every spelling variant or typographic
error
4 in order to establish the critical text an important study
will be to compare the printers manuscript with what remains of
correctors or editors
the original manuscript at least three main correctors
have worked on the printers manuscript oliver cowdery the
scribe john H gilbert the compositor for the 1830 printing and
1I
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the editors of the 1837 edition it is particularly important to know
how frequently the corrections in P restore the text of 0 A careful
comparison will then allow us to determine the general reliability
of corrections in P when 0 is lacking
5 conjectures will normally appear in the apparatus in a
few cases conjectures may appear in the text but only when no
reasonable explanation for the manuscript form can be maintained
and the conjecture is well motivated
6 in order to improve the readability of the critical text
standard spellings should be used as long as those spellings make
no difference in recovering joseph smiths language some spellings in the manuscripts which reflect no perceived pronunciation
differences should occur in the apparatus for instance alma 3439
would read as follows
that ye may not be led away

1830&leadop
led 01 PI 1830&
lead 0 P
numbers after 0 and P refer to the corrector P I1 refers to the first
corrector of the printers manuscript that is the corrector for the
p2 will refer to the cor
1830 edition on the other hand pa
rectors for
correctors
the 1837 edition
7 the text should reflect joseph smiths language we
should include his bad grammar and those spellings that might
represent his or possibly his scribes pronunciation some
examples of such spellings include the following
gravios
grfvios
vios grievous mosiah 715
gri
gnviss
GRIEVIOUS grf
15
or
sn arrived mosiah 10
orivon
ivon
1015
ARIVEN arivon
srivsn
sriv
freid afraid alma 472
FRAID ifr6idl
MELCHE
SIDEK mcluzodik
melkfesdik still pronounced this way in the LDS
melchesidek
church melchizedek alma 1317
tnmndiss trementremendeeous 0 tremendious P arim9ndiostremen
dous alma 282
msessknd massacred alma 4824
MASSA
CREED m6szkridmassacred
massacreed
ota&tod attacked alma 5595
ATTACKTED stsktsd
DROWNDED drdundddrowned
draun dad drowned 1 ne 42
draundad
GOVERMENT gsvsrmsnt
g5vonnont government alma 6024
huito height hel 1423
hdito
HEIGHTH
heighthhaitbheight

95

the pronunciation

symbols are based on the international pho-

netic alphabet
8 the margins should contain the following helps a bibmonnon quotes directly from the
lical references when the book of mormon
bible b page numbers from the 1830 edition
9 in order to enhance readability the text should be written
in the standard text style of today both upper and lower case should
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be used with standard capitalization of names and sentence initial
words the chapter and verse numbers of the current 1981 edition
can be put in the margin or perhaps in an unobtrusive form
fonfl within
the text the text should be set in paragraphs but not necessarily
the paragraphing of the 1830 edition
10 again for reasons of readability the text should avoid
the use of critical marks compared to the new testament textual
tradition the textual variance in the book of mormon is not that
extensive the apparatus itself can refer directly to the text as in
septuagintala 41
Septuagint
alfred Rahlf
ss septuaginta
rahlfss
11 the 1920 and 1981 chapter descriptions should be
ignored only the descriptions that joseph smith actually dictated
should be included for example the summary that introduces
1 nephi the headings added to the top of the pages in the original
manuscript can also be ignored
12 the punctuation should basically follow the 1981 punctuation except in cases where other punctuation may be more
reasonable the apparatus should refer to cases of punctuation that
make a difference in meaning
13 there should be no commentary in the apparatus except
as it helps to establish the text no dates should be listed since this
is a form of commentary determining the critical text is a well
defined task but providing commentary is an open ended process
and is continually subject to revision extensive biblical and
scholarly references belong in commentaries not in critical texts
undoubtedly a helpful companion to the critical edition would be
Metz gers one for the
a textual commentary much like bruce M metzgers
41
greek new testament of the united bible societies 49
14 the text itself should contain no indication of how it
compares to the king james version instead textual comparisons
with the KJV should be restricted to the apparatus in fact 1I propose
a separate apparatus for comparisons with the KJV and biblical
manuscripts especially since these sources play no direct role in
determining the original text of the book of mormon
in conclusion 1I provide two examples of the proposed critical
edition first we have the opening of 1 nephi
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67

born of goodly parents therefore
nephi having been bom
1I was taught somewhat in all the learning of my father
and having seen many afflictions in the course of my
days nevertheless having been highly favored of the
1I

lord in all my days yea

2

3

4

5

6

having had a great knowledge
of the goodness and the mysteries of god therefore 1I
make a record of my proceedings in my days yea I1 make
a record in the language of my father which consists of
the learning of the jew and the language of the egyptians
and I1 know that the record which I1 make to be true and
1I make it with mine own hand and I1 make it according to
my knowledge
for it came to pass in the commencement of the
first
thefirst
ofjudah
judah my father
ofzedekiah
year of the reign of
zedekiah king of
lehi having dwelt at jerusalem in all his days and in
that same year there came many prophets prophesying
unto the people that they must repent or the great city
jerusalem must be destroyed wherefore it came to pass
that my father lehi as he went forth prayed unto the
lord yea even with all his heart in behalf of his people
and it came to pass as he prayed unto the lord there
came a pillar of fire and dwelt upon a rock before him
and he saw and heard much and because of the things
which he saw and heard he did quake and tremble
exceedingly

p2 1837&
13 to be P 1830 is pa
0OP the PI 1830& that P

11

p1 1830&
4 of the first year pa
PI

I1

second we have a passage from 2 nephi which quotes from isaiah
in this second example 1I provide two apparatuses the first gives
the textual evidence the second the KJV comparison in the
monnon form then the king
comparison 1I first list the book of mormon
james form
139
10
11

the

shew of their countenance doth witness against
them and doth declare their sin to be even as sodom and
they cannot hide it woe unto their souls for they have
rewarded evil unto themselves say unto the righteous
that it is well with them for they shall eat the fruit of their

doings woe unto the wicked for they shall perish for the
reward of their hands shall be upon them

textual apparatus

p2 1837&
139 shew P 1830 KJ show pa
BM II 11 woe spelling KJ
kj1 wo BM

woe spelling KJ wo

1I

11

KJV comparison
doth2
139 dotha
doth2 they

to be even 0 and 2 0 cannot hide it hide it
not souls soul II 10 say ye unto to is shall be them
him II 11 for they shall perish it shall be ill with him their
his them him
I1

I1

I1

11

11

I
1

I1

I1

I1

I1

I1
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ancient research and mormon studies 1984 87
incredible as it may seem when FARMS
FARM first announced the publication of its critical text of the
had just been
book of mormon a national wire service reported that a text critical of the book of mormon hadjust
published john W welch personal communication
3in
ainn producing a text an author may go through a number of drafts and later revisions until a final

version is obtained in such a case the original form of the critical text usually refers to this finished
text not the first draft
graece 26th ed stuttgart deutsche bibelstiftung
nocum testamentum gracce
kurt aland et al eds novum
1979
karl
kari
akarl
5karl
kail elliger and wilhelm
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10 13
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lyle L fletcher pronouns of address in the book of mormon masters thesis brigham young
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